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 Description  Description 

NT Cutter BX-400P, a cutting-edge tool equipped with a 25mm Heavy-Duty Extra-LargeNT Cutter BX-400P, a cutting-edge tool equipped with a 25mm Heavy-Duty Extra-Large
Blade, designed to take on the toughest cutting challenges with ease. This remarkable bladeBlade, designed to take on the toughest cutting challenges with ease. This remarkable blade
combines strength and precision, making it the ultimate choice for heavy-duty cutting tasks.combines strength and precision, making it the ultimate choice for heavy-duty cutting tasks.

Crafted with utmost attention to quality and performance, the NT Cutter BX-400P isCrafted with utmost attention to quality and performance, the NT Cutter BX-400P is
engineered to handle a wide range of materials effortlessly. From thick cardboard andengineered to handle a wide range of materials effortlessly. From thick cardboard and
industrial materials to heavy fabrics and more, this extra-large blade proves its versatility andindustrial materials to heavy fabrics and more, this extra-large blade proves its versatility and
reliability in various cutting applications.reliability in various cutting applications.
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SpecificationSpecification

Blade Length: 100mmBlade Length: 100mm
Blade Width: 25mmBlade Width: 25mm
Blade Thickness: 0.70mmBlade Thickness: 0.70mm
Blade Snap-off Segment: 58 DegreeBlade Snap-off Segment: 58 Degree
Cutting Edge: RegularCutting Edge: Regular
Blade colour: SilverBlade colour: Silver

The 25mm size of the BX-400P blade offers a larger cutting surface, allowing you to tackleThe 25mm size of the BX-400P blade offers a larger cutting surface, allowing you to tackle
larger projects with efficiency and precision. Whether you're working on industriallarger projects with efficiency and precision. Whether you're working on industrial
applications, construction projects, or other heavy-duty tasks, this blade ensures exceptionalapplications, construction projects, or other heavy-duty tasks, this blade ensures exceptional
cutting performance.cutting performance.

Safety is of paramount importance, and the NT Cutter BX-400P is designed with userSafety is of paramount importance, and the NT Cutter BX-400P is designed with user
protection in mind. The blade's sturdy construction and secure attachment to the cutterprotection in mind. The blade's sturdy construction and secure attachment to the cutter
guarantee stability during use, reducing the risk of accidents and providing a confident cuttingguarantee stability during use, reducing the risk of accidents and providing a confident cutting
experience.experience.

Durability is a key feature of NT Cutter products, and the BX-400P Heavy-Duty Extra-LargeDurability is a key feature of NT Cutter products, and the BX-400P Heavy-Duty Extra-Large
Blade is no exception. Crafted from top-grade materials, this blade is built to withstandBlade is no exception. Crafted from top-grade materials, this blade is built to withstand
rigorous use and maintain its sharpness even under demanding cutting conditions.rigorous use and maintain its sharpness even under demanding cutting conditions.

Packaged 5 BladesPackaged 5 Blades

Replacement blade for : Replacement blade for : iX-500PiX-500P
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